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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
Last week, we watched a documentary on Netflix that we
had been meaning to see since it came out a couple of years
ago. The Wrecking Crew is the story of the LA session
musicians who dominated the studio work in the 50s, 60s
and early 70s. Their work is on many of the songs that we
grew up with. They worked with the Beach Boys, Sonny &
Cher, the Mommas & the Papas, The Platters, The Ronettes,
The Monkees, Sinatra (Frank and Nancy), The Fifth Dimension, just to name a few. They were
Phil Spector’s Wall of Sound; Glen Campbell got his start there; I highly recommend it if you
loved the music. These guys (and gals) were some of the best musicians of the day (Carol Kaye
was “just one of the guys” and was the iconic electric bass on such hits as Good Vibrations and
The Beat Goes On). They became an important part of the history of popular music. We as
piano technicians have a lot in common with these folks. We work behind the scenes and most
people are unaware of us when they go to a concert. Actually, since the only way you’d be
noticed at a concert if something sounded bad, you don’t want to be noticed.
At one point, Tommy Tedesco, a great guitar player, made an interesting comment. He said, if
you wanted to work, you never said no if asked to do a gig (assuming you weren’t already
booked). No job was too small or beneath him; he was a professional. When I started in piano
tech work, I also hesitated to say no to any work, mostly for financial reasons, also because I
had decided to be a professional piano technician. As a result I worked on some, shall we say,
some less than golden pianos. But I did learn a lot and got referrals from customers who
appreciated my work to do the best that could be done. Even though now I’ve been at it a while,
I still only say no if I’m already booked. I still come across some pianos that I really wish I’d
turned down. But I also still see a lot of interesting pianos and still learn a lot from these
experiences. So, don’t say no unless you have to, don’t turn your nose up at a piano just because
it’s not a nice grand or decent studio. There’s a lot of cool stuff out there and you will become a
part of the history of the piano.
Kim Hoessly, RPT
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Fortepiano Event w/ Robert Murphy, RPT

On Saturday, October 3 2015, the Chapter hosted a
Fortepiano Day Seminar, which was led by Robert
Murphy, RPT. He maintains the fleet of historical
keyboard instruments at Oberlin Conservatory. We thank
him for his time, and we appreciate The Church Of The
Master, in Westerville, for the use of their facilities.

Being a day seminar, there was a lot of ground covered,
and I can only touch upon some of that here. The event
was attended by technicians, piano teachers and some
music majors from local colleges.

First, Hector Garcia, who is a local attorney with a
Master's Degree in Music, performed some pieces that
may have been contemporary when fortepianos were more
common. He added insights as to how these instruments,
due to their mechanical function and voicing, may have
influenced what some composers actually composed. This
was very enjoyable and educational, as he articulated in
his words and his playing, and offered a pretext, or
context, if you will, to what would follow.
Next, Robert Murphy gave a lecture and presentation on
fortepianos, focusing primarily on Viennese style
instruments, with some discussion of harpsichords, as
well. Following are some differences and similarities to
the modern piano.
First of all, they were smaller instruments with lower
string tension. There were typically five to six octaves,
with iron strings in the treble and brass in the bass. Many
had bichords throughout, while some had trichords
toward the top. Some may have have had leather covered
hammers, while others may have had felt. The same holds
true for dampers, with some models having leather
wrapped over wooden wedges in the bass. Robert's
instrument had felt hammers and dampers. Some models
had pedals, while others had knee levers of various
configurations that operated: dampers; una corda and/or
duo corda, which is actually what is on modern pianos,
though it is called una corda; moderator, which is like a
practice mute; bassoon, which is paper that has a kazoo
like effect; Turkish bells; and bass drum, which actually
knocked on the sound board.

The keyboard and action is removable, but is elevated
inside on either blocks and sloped wedges, or by means of
a drawerlike sled that the keyboard and action rest upon.
The action mechanism itself is simpler in that it is a single
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escapement, but is still very responsive and fast when
properly regulated. As hammers got bigger and heavier
over time, the need for a double escapement arose. On
these Viennese style actions, the orientation of the
hammers is flipped in regard to modern pianos. They are
held up by the capsule, which is like a capstan and flange
combined. The end of the shank has a beak that engages
the prell which acts as the escapement mechanism.
Dampers are lifted by a post, or wire, that is mounted
halfway between the back and the middle of the keystick.

He went on to discuss regulation principles and
techniques. Being that the action is elevated inside. the
blow distance is only around an inch, or so. It is regulated
by adding or removing material under the back of the key
to adjust height. Letoff can be set very close and even
block a little and still work. Some newer, and rebuilt
instruments, have a letoff button that can be screwed like
a modern grand, while original instruments don't. The
prell must be shimmed so as to change its orientation to
the beak. Also, there is really no, or very very little
aftertouch. Key dip is adjusted by adding or removing
material at the key end felt on top of the back of the key.
Hammer spacing is achieved by slightly bending the
capsule post with pliers. Shanks can also be burned as
needed. Sluggish pinning means slightly opening the fork,
or flange, of the capsule with pliers. They can also be
squeezed slightly to tighten up an overly loose hammer.
Touchweight is typically 30 to 40 grams downweight
depending on which era model. Later models have a
heavier downweight. Felt hammers can be needled and,
since the felt is only glued at the lower shoulders similar
to backchecks, yarn can be inserted if bolstering is
needed. String leveling wasn't typically done but Robert
keeps it in mind. Mating is more important than leveling,
per se, if splitting hairs here. The hammers on these
would often cup like some modern ones, so the left string
may be slightly lower than the right, or the center may be
slightly lower than the outer strings on trichords.
He also discussed tuning. As with modern pianos, the
tension of the upper string segment, between the tuning
pin and upper termination, is paramount to stability. He
may do a first pass with a goose neck lever, then fine tune
with a thandle, tapping or flicking it more than rotating,
to slightly flagpole the pin to adjust the tension of the
upper segment. Overall stability is very susceptible to
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environmental changes, as well. If he tunes one day and
comes back the next and finds that the right strings, in
the temperament area and an octave above, are slightly
sharper than the left ones, then he knows that humidty
rose some. And if they were flatter than the left strings,
then he knows the humidity dropped. He also says that
unisons trump temperament in practical every day
reality, and that a tuning at the beginning of a concert
will almost inevitably change by the end. That's just
how it is with many of these instruments.
The second half of the day consisted of handson
learning at stations set up for performing various tasks.
We learned how to: form a double helix hitch pin string
loop; coil a string onto a historical tuning pin lacking
holes, as found on some harpsichords; replace the
plectrum on harpsichord jacks using a modern
replacement and how to make one from a bird feather
quill. He also handed out a list of tools and parts
suppliers.

All in all, an enjoyable learning experience. Useful for
those who need to service these instruments, but also
may inform and add insight to servicing modern pianos.
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www.ptgcolumbus.org

For Sale
I had a call from a friend of one of my customers. She
is downsizing and would like to sell her small Howard
Grand c. 1933. I have not seen the piano, but if you are
interested or know of a potential buyer, you can contact
Josie Capple at 6144869055. She lives in the Upper
Arlington area. She is asking $500.
Kim
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Chapter Meeting
Tuesday, November 17
7:30 pm
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Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 2281741
www.firstchurch.org
Map Link:

https://goo.gl/maps/y8oJry2CpmT2

Topic: "Fun With Inharmonicity"
by David Stang
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